SIMPLY CLEVER

TAILORED ACCESSORY PACKS

Fine-tune your ŠKODA to match your lifestyle

June 2016

Excellent work – you’ve chosen the perfect
car and you’re ready and raring to go. There’s
just one more thing to do before you begin
your adventures on the open road.
It’s time to fine-tune your ŠKODA to
match your style of living – with the
help of our new accessory packs.
So… what’s your style?

CITIGO

FABIA

ROOMSTER

RAPID

RAPID SPACEBACK

OCTAVIA

SUPERB

YETI

Product requires painting.
Extra costs apply.

AVAILABLE ON ALL MODELS

Product requires fitting
The easy to follow key will tell you instantly if a given accessory pack is designed for your ŠKODA model, or
available across the whole range. However, if in any doubt, talk to your ŠKODA Retailer or if you have a model
variant, for example, Scout or vRS you will need to confirm applicability/availability of a product for your model.
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Add your accessory pack to
your finance agreement

Eye-catching special touches
that stand out from the crowd

Enjoy our comprehensive warranty
with every accessory pack

You can add any accessory pack to your
finance agreement when you purchase
your car. It’s the easiest way to add
your favourite accessories – ready for
when you drive off the forecourt.

From decorative decals and sporty
spoilers, to door sills and floor mats.
Our range of accessory packs can add
the finishing touch and protect your
car from unnecessary wear and tear.

All your accessories automatically
come with a two-year warranty from
the date of purchase. This warranty
is extended to three years when
purchased with a new vehicle.

Please contact your ŠKODA Retailer for further
information on painting and fitting.
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Floor mats
The quality textile mats keep your
carpeted floors looking pristine and can
be quickly whipped out for a vacuum.
Thanks to quick release floor poppers,
they don’t start slipping around beneath
your feet. There’s also rubber versions
for the more outdoorsy types which
are durable and easy to wash.




Textile mats FROM

£32

Rubber mats (Optional) FROM

£38

AVAILABLE ON ALL MODELS SOME EXCLUSIONS APPLY

Protection pack
A walk in the woods. A day at the beach. Great
for the soul but not your interior. Fortunately our
protection pack has your ŠKODA (quite literally)
covered. Whether it’s mucky pups or covered kids,
you can be sure that everything stays just as it
should be*. (*Children and dogs not included.)
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Pack Price
INC FIT TING FROM

£ 135.00

Mudflaps
Boot liner

Mudflaps aren’t just about cleanliness.
They prevent stones, grit and road spray
from ruining your precious bodywork. This
custom design is moulded to fit snugly into
the contours of the wheel arches, helping
to ensure your paintwork stays tip-top.

From muddy wellies to damp dogs, our bootliners come in a
variety of materials – textile, plastic or rubber – so there’s
one to fit the way you use your ŠKODA. Talking of fitting
– that’s a total cinch. They are quickly slotted in and can
be removed for cleaning just as easily. In addition, they all
have a 5cm raised edge to keep in all the mucky stuff.



FROM

£28



Front mudflaps FROM

£42 (FITTED)



Rear mudflaps FROM

£42 (FITTED)
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Protection pack

Octavia
style pack one

Decorative front bumper trim (black)
This rich-black decorative trim will add a sporty edge
to your Octavia. The decorative strip can be also be
combined with honeycomb ‘carbon’ effect decor foils.

£103 (FITTED)

The Octavia: a ŠKODA for those that mean
business, and thanks to our ‘refined’ style
pack, it’s a ŠKODA that looks it as well.
Full of designer touches like chrome trim
and metallic mirror covers, it’s the perfect
package for making the right impression.

Compatible with Octavia only. Not available for the Octavia
vRS, Octavia Scout or for vehicles with Front Assistant.
Only for vehicles with fog lights.
Part number: 5E0071311

This pack is available on the Octavia hatch
and Octavia estate, exclusions do apply to
some models, talk to your ŠKODA Retailer
if in any doubt.

Pack Price
INC FIT TING FROM

£ 411.00

Mirror covers (metallic black)
Enhance the look of your Octavia with a
pair of metallic black mirror covers. Made
from high-performance ABS polymer with
superior surface quality and lustre.

£55 (FITTED)
Compatible with Octavia only.
Part number: 5E0072530B
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Side decals (black)

Door sill covers (black)

Valve caps with ŠKODA logo

Add shape-defining side decals in classic
black to give a sporty edge to your Octavia.

A welcoming site as you open the
door – these black covers will protect
your car from unwanted scratches.

A set of four decorative tyre valve caps,
enhanced with a metallic silver and black
finish and monochrome ŠKODA branding.

£159 (FITTED)
Part number:
Hatch: 5E0064317A
Estate: 5E9064317A

£78 (FITTED)
Part number: 5E0071303

£16
After fitting we recommend checking the wheel
balance at an authorised ŠKODA service partner.
Part number: 000071215C
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Octavia style pack one

Octavia
style pack two

Chrome strip for front bumper
This chrome strip will give your vehicle an exclusive
feel and will retain its shape and colour over time.

£97 (FITTED)

Practical and stylish. Who says you can’t have both?
Our style package, that’s who. Its clever chrome
touches and metallic detailing are all that you need
to add that little bit of ‘designer’ to your day-to-day

Not for vehicles with Front Assist or adaptive cruise control.
Not for the Octavia RS or Octavia Combi Scout.
Only for vehicles with fog lights.
Part number: 5E0071004

This pack is available on the Octavia hatch and
Octavia estate, exclusions do apply to
some models, talk to your ŠKODA Retailer
if in any doubt.

Pack Price
INC FIT TING FROM

£ 339.00

Chromed tailgate styling plate

Door sill covers (stainless steel)

Valve caps with ŠKODA logo

Shaped to match the contoured edge
of your boot lid, this chrome strip adds
a touch of elegance and style.

A welcoming site as you open the door –
these stainless steel covers will protect
your car from unwanted scratches.

A set of four decorative tyre valve caps,
enhanced with a metallic silver and black
finish and monochrome ŠKODA branding.

£103 (FITTED)
Part number:
Hatch: 5E5064711A
Estate: 5E9064711A
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£123 (FITTED)
Part number: 5E0071303A

£16
After fitting we recommend checking the wheel
balance at an authorised ŠKODA service partner.
Part number: 000071215C
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Octavia style pack two

Decorative decals

Citigo style pack

Colour is not the only way to express
your individuality. These foils add a
finishing flourish for a sporty vibe.

£175.15 (FITTED)
Part number:
3 door silver: 1ST064317F8Z8
3 door black: 1ST064317FFL8
5 door silver: 1ST064317G8Z8
5 door black: 1ST064317GFL8

Life moves pretty fast, so keep your style
up to speed with this ‘killer’ package. Full of
head-turning features and cutting-edge style,
it’s all you need to stay ahead of the curve
and leave everyone else ‘so last season’.

Rear roof spoiler*
Proving that roomy can still be racy, the
roof spoiler is just one of the sporty
embellishments you can add to your vehicle.



3 Door
Pack Price

5 Door
Pack Price

INC FIT TING FROM

INC FIT TING FROM

£ 809.15

£ 814.15

*
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*

£247 (FITTED)

Part number: 1ST071640A

IMAGE TO BE RETOUCHED
TO MAKE CAR RED

Black decals

FROM

Silver decals

Sill guards (stainless steel)

Side skirts*

Valve caps with ŠKODA logo

A welcoming site as you open the door – these
stylish stainless steel covers will protect
your car from unwanted scratches.

The Citigo side skirts will add a customised
edge to your pride and joy – working
in perfect combination with the rear
spoiler and decorative decals.

A set of four decorative tyre valve caps,
enhanced with a metallic silver and black
finish and monochrome ŠKODA branding.

£113 (3 DOOR FITTED) £118 (5 DOOR FITTED)
Part number:
3 door: 1ST071303
5 door: 1ST071303A

* Pricing does not include painting. Ask your Retailer for a quote.

£258.00 (FITTED)
Part number: 1ST071685



FROM

£16

After fitting we recommend checking the wheel
balance at an authorised ŠKODA service partner.
Part number: 000071215C
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Citigo style pack

Rapid style pack
All ŠKODA drivers know that good design is
about the detail, and with it’s sharp angles and
clean lines, the Rapid is the ultimate example.
This understated style pack enhances your pride
and joy with considered touches like side strips
and spoilers. It’s the last word in sophisticated
design. The first being ŠKODA, obviously.

Pack Price
INC FIT TING FROM

£ 378.00*

Front grille strip (gloss black)
Enhance the look of your Rapid with
this dynamic black grille strip.

£69 (FITTED)
Part number: 5JA071311A

Protective side strips (black)

Rear boot spoiler*

Valve caps with ŠKODA logo

Protective side strips are an ideal way to prevent
damage and help protect against small dents caused
by the doors of other vehicles striking your car.

Shaped to match the contoured edge of
your Rapid, this Rear boot spoiler adds
a sporty edge to your new car.

A set of four decorative tyre valve caps,
enhanced with a metallic silver and black finish
and monochrome ŠKODA branding.

£96 (FITTED)
Part number: ZGB5J0071001
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£197 (FITTED)
Part number: 5JH071640A

* Pricing does not include painting. Ask your Retailer for a quote.

£16
After fitting we recommend checking the wheel
balance at an authorised ŠKODA service partner.
Part number: 000071215C
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Rapid style pack

Yeti style pack
As at home on the high street as it is in the
Highlands, your Yeti carves an even more
impressive profile with our style pack. Packed
with strong design features like bumper
spoilers and mirror covers, it’s the ultimate
way to make a bold statement and turn a few
heads. Even if they do all belong to cattle.

Pack Price
INC FIT TING FROM

£ 587.88*`

Decorative side mirror covers
Enhance the look of your
Yeti with a pair of metallic
silver mirror covers. Made
from high-performance
ABS polymer with superior
surface quality and lustre.

£69.19 (FITTED)
Part number: 5L0071719

Rear bumper spoiler*
Designed to enhance the back of your
Yeti, this rear bumper spoiler adds an
more imposing look to your vehicle.



FROM

£232.69 (FITTED)

Part number: 5L6071610

Front bumper spoiler*

Valve caps with ŠKODA logo

Designed to enhance the front of your
Yeti, this front bumper spoiler adds an
more imposing look to your vehicle.

A set of four decorative tyre valve caps,
enhanced with a metallic silver and black
finish and monochrome ŠKODA branding.

£270 (FITTED)
Not compatible with Yeti Outdoor.
Part number: 5L0071609
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* Pricing does not include painting. Ask your Retailer for a quote.

£16
After fitting we recommend checking the wheel
balance at an authorised ŠKODA service partner.
Part number: 000071215C
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Yeti style pack

FABIA

RAPID SPACEBACK

OCTAVIA

YETI

Additional accessories (not included in the pet pack)

Pet pack

Pet pack includes

Pack Price
INC FIT TING FROM

£ 250.00

Rubber floor mats

Aesthetic yet firmly practical, it
protects the bumper when loading
and unloading the vehicle without
obscuring the rear parking sensors.

For the more outdoorsy types,
these durable and easy to
wash mats keep your carpeted
floors looking pristine. They
also have quick release floor
poppers, so they don’t slip
around beneath your feet.



FROM

£75 (FITTED)



Dog guard and
luggage restraint

Boot liner

Dog guard and
luggage restraints

Rear bumper
protector

Drooling tongue, soggy fur and caked in mud. Our
Pet Pack protects your ŠKODA from all the outdoor
elements your fury friend wants to bring inside. Plus
It’s the perfect way to ensure everyone’s safe when
you’re driving on the road. Who’s a clever pack then?

Rear bumper protector

From Pugs to Poodles our doggy safety
belts will keep your pooches safe.
Preventing your pet from propelling
forward or poking their wet noses where
they are not wanted. It’s also really handy
as it can also be attached to a leash and
used when walking or training your dog.





£135

FROM

£50

Boot liner

Protective rear bench cover

From muddy wellies to damp dogs, our bootliners
come in a variety of materials – textile, plastic or
rubber – so there’s one to fit the way you use your
ŠKODA. Talking of fitting – that’s a total cinch.
They are quickly slotted in and can be removed for
cleaning just as easily. In addition, they all have a
5cm raised edge to keep in all the mucky stuff.

If you have a cat, dog or any other pet
then keeping your car’s upholstery
in tip-top condition can be a messy
business. Our large rear seat cover is
great for keeping mucky paws outdoors.
It’s strong and easily washable, doesn’t
that sound purrrfect for the job.
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£38

Dog safety belt (S, M, L and XL)

The guard rail forms a
barrier between the
passenger cabin and
the boot. Perfect for
keeping your four-legged
friend in its place.
FROM

FROM

FROM

£28



FROM

£30
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Pet accessories

Clothes hanger

AVAILABLE ON ALL MODELS

Perfect for business trips or any time you
need to arrive unruffled. It fits on to the
head restraint so your beautifully ironed
clothes have plenty of space to hang out.

Convenience pack

£21

This essential travel pack is the quick win for the long-haul. It’s full
of useful items designed to keep your passengers entertained,
your ŠKODA tidy and ‘are we there yet?’ a thing of the past.
The table below illustrates which items are included
in the convenience pack for your vehicle.

Luggage net (boot system)

Safety kit

This flexible netting system keeps luggage in its
place and helps your boot stay tidy. The luggage
net also improves passenger safety by preventing
the movement of objects during an accident.

 n important travel companion no matter
A
what country you’re in. Consists of easy to fold
warning triangle, hi-visibility vests and a first
aid bag. Conveniently packed in a washable
fabric bag with loops for secure storage.
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Waste bin for door
panel (black)

Safety kit

20L Cool box

Clothes hanger

iPad tablet holder

Vehicle

Luggage net
(boot system)



FROM

£42 (FITTED)

£21.50

20L Cool box
Thermoelectric cooling box with 20 litres of space will
ensure snacks are at hand and at the right temperature. It
can chill foods as needed and also two-litre bottles can be
accommodated without problems in vertical transport.

Total price

Citigo

£313.50

Fabia Hatch

£257.50

Fabia Estate

£257.50

Rapid

£222.50

Rapid Spaceback

£264.50

Octavia Hatch

£278.50

Octavia Estate

£278.50

Superb Estate

£270.50

Superb Hatch

£270.50

Yeti (WITHOUT false boot floor)

£278.50

Yeti (WITH false boot floor)

£278.50

£140

Pack Price
INC FIT TING FROM

£ 222.50

iPad tablet holder
For car sickness take a tablet – iPad style.
Quick and easy to install and remove –
this tablet holder is fully tilt adjustable
and can rotate from landscape to
portrait. Will fit tablets with dimensions
in the range of 115 to 195 mm.

Waste bin for door panel (black)

£30

£10

This handy bin fits perfectly into the
front door storage compartment of
your car. The upper lid helps prevent
smells or the rubbish from falling out.
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Convenience pack

The products shown here are a small sample of the range of ŠKODA Original Accessories available. Please note that all ŠKODA
Original Accessories carry a two-year warranty from the point of purchase. This warranty is extended to three years when
purchased with a new vehicle. All prices correct at time of print.

For the latest information please visit www.skoda.co.uk

Welcome to your ŠKODA Retailer

SKD_27525
UK 06/16

The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, materials, warranties and external appearance
relates to the time at which this brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in
this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration without notice. Some illustrations in this brochure may depict left-hand
drive models. All products in this brochure have been approved by ŠKODA UK for fitment to right-hand drive vehicles.

